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* Nature writing from an unexpected corner of the British
Isles: the East End of London. An urban response to the
prevalent rural school of nature writing.
* Extracts, reviews and interviews in London press,
broadsheets and in specialist mags and on London radio.
* Author is a well-known and long-standing columnist, radio
personality and green campaigner.
Praise for The Green London Way:

‘More than ever now, as edgeland becomes a value to be fought over, we need
the sanity and the calm informative
voice of walkers like Bob Gilbert. This is
more than an elegy, it’s an inspiration:
open your eyes, see what is there and not
what you are told is there.’
Iain Sinclair

The story of a city landscape told through its trees, past and present.
When Bob Gilbert moved to London’s East End, he began to
record the natural world of his new inner city patch. Especially
the trees: their history, their stories, the trees’ relationship with
people. Bob takes a personal journey of exploration through
the generations of trees that have helped shape the London
district of Poplar, from the original wildwood through to the
street trees of today. Drawing from history and natural history,
poetry and painting, myth and magic, he reveals the hidden
influences that lost landscapes – the ‘ghost trees’ – have had on
the shape of the city today.
Beautifully written, passionate, flecked with ‘acts of defiance’
against the brutalities of capitalism and urban planning, Ghost
Trees captures the very spirit of one unique city community.

About the author
Bob Gilbert is the author of The Green London Way (Lawrence
& Wishart, 2012) and has written a column for Ham & High
on urban wildlife for the last twenty years. A regular contributor to TV and radio, including Natural World and BBC Radio
4’s The Food Programme, Bob has also been a stand-up comedian, a long-standing campaigner for inner city conservation
and chair of ‘The Garden Classroom’, a charity that promotes
environmental education in London.
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